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Abstract 
We give a complete classification of natural operators transforming 
affinors to tensor fields of type (3,3). 
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There are few works giving a clasification of some type natural operators 
transforming affinors (the author known only [2], [3] and [6]) although the affi-
nors play important roles in differential geometry (for instance complex struc-
tures, tangent structures). The reason of this is that the problem of finding 
all some type natural operators transforming affinors is mostly very difficult. It 
seems that investigation of such natural operators ought to start with determin-
ing all natural transformations of affinors to tensors of type (r, r ) , where r is a 
non-negative integer, because they are relatively simple to classify and can next 
be used for determining other type natural operators transforming affinors. For 
instance we hope the result obtained in this paper can be applied to finding a 
classification of natural operators transforming affinors to tensor fields of type 
(1,2) (the Nijenhuis tensor type) in a similar manner as in [3] the classification 
of natural operators transforming affinors to tensor fields of type (2,2) is applied 
to finding a classification of these transforming affinors to tensor fields of type 
(0,1). It is worth pointing out that the natural transformations of affinors to 
tensors of type (r, r) can also be helpful in more complicated cases. For exam-
ple if we apply the homogeneous function theorem to a natural operator lifting 
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affinors to the cotangent bundle, there will appear natural transformations of 
affinors to tensors of type (r, r) for r = 1,2,3,4. 
All natural transformations of affinors to tensors of type (r, r) for r = 0 and 
r = 1 are classified in [2], for r = 2 in [3]. Unfortunately, the methods used in 
these cases are inadequate to investigate the cases r > 2. In this paper we give 
a full characterization of natural transformations of affinors to tensors of type 
(3,3). Since they form a module over the ring consisting of the known natural 
transformations of affinors to tensors of type (0,0), we prove that this module 
is free and finite-dimensional, and we find a basis of it. 
The affinor on a smooth manifold M is, by definition, a smooth tensor 
field of type (1,1) on M . We will use the symbol XJjM to denote the vector 
space of all smooth tensor fields of type (p, q) on M for non-negative integers 
p, q. If cD : M —> N is an immersion between two smooth manifolds of the 
same dimension then two tensor fields t G X^M and u G X?N are said to be 
cD-related, if 
u(ip(x)) = Tx<p 0 . . . eg) T ĉDcg (Tx<p)-
U eg . . . eg (Txy)-
X*(t(x)) 
> v ' v , v / 
p times q times 
for every x G M. 
Let n,p,q,r,s be non-negative integers. 
Definition 1 A family of maps AM ' XfjM —> Xr3M, where M is an arbi-
trary n-dimensional smooth manifold, is called the natural operator transform-
ing tensor fields of type (p, q) to tensor fields of type (r, s) if for every injective 
immersion cD : M —> N between two n-dimensional smooth manifolds, for every 
t G X?M and every u G X^N the tensor fields AM(t) and AN(U) are c/?-related 
whenever t and u are cD-related. 
Let k be a non-negative integer. A natural operator A transforming tensor 
fields of type (p, q) to tensor fields of type (r, s) is said to be of order k if for 
any n-dimensional smooth manifold M, any x G M and all t, u G X^M the 
following implication 
^t = Jtu => (AMt)(x) = (AMu)(x) 
holds (here j^t denotes the k-jet of t at x). In [2] it is proved that if p = q and 
r = s then every natural operator transforming tensor fields of type (p, q) to 
tensor fields of type (r, s) has order zero. This reduces the problem of finding 
natural operators to determining equivariant maps (see [4], [5]). 
Write 
T*V = V eg ... eg VcgV* eg ... eg V*. 
p times q times 
for any vector space V. The group GL(n, K), where K is a field, acts on T^Kn 
in the natural way: if t G T$Kn and A G GL(n, K) then 
for a l l i i , . . . , i p , j i , . . . , j f l G { l , . . . , n } . 
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Definition 2 A map a : T^Rn —•> T J R n is called equivariant if 
1 . a(t • A) = a(t) • A for all t £ T^R n , A G GL (n ,R) , 
2. a o b is smooth for every smooth map b : R n —> T^R n . 
(The latter condition forces the smoothness of a, but a proof of this is not 
simple, see [1]). 
The set of all such equivariant maps will be denoted by I£(P,g),(r,s),n- Using 
standard methods (see [4], [5], [2]) we can show that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between natural operators of order zero transforming tensor fields of 
type (p,q) to tensor fields of type (r, s) and equivariant maps from #(»,?),(r,s),n-
Namely, if A is a natural operator then the corresponding equivariant map a is 
defied by 
a(t(0))=AKn(t)(0) 
for any t G K^Rn (since A has order zero, the definition is independent of 
a choice of t). Conversely, if a G I?(p,g),(r,s),n then the corresponding natural 
operator is for every n-dimensional smooth manifold M, every t G XfjM and 
every x G M defined by 
AM(t)(x) = (T^y
1 0 ... eg) (Txy)~
l ® 0 Z » * ® •. . ® (Tx^)*(o(u)), 
v „ > > v ' 
r times s times 
where <p is a chart on M such that (^(x) = 0 and 
u = Txip®...®Txip® ( T ^ ) "
1 * <g>... <g> (Tx(p)~
u(t(x)). 
> v ' v ^ y 
p times q times 
Since we have established the relation between all natural operators and 
equivariant maps for p = q and r = s, from now on we will study equivariant 
maps instead of natural operators. 
We first observe that F'(p,g),(o,o),n is a ring and I£(P,g),(r,s),n is a module over 
F7(P,g),(o,o),n- In the paper [2] it is given a classification of equivariant maps 
transforming tensors of type (1,1) to tensors of type (0,0). Namely, for every 
a £ I^(i,i),(o,o),n there is a uniquely determined smooth function / : R n —> R 
such that 
a(t)=f(c1(t),...,cn(t)) (1) 
for every t £ T^R71, where Ci : T^R71 —> R for i G {1 , . . . , n} are the coefficients 
of the characteristic polynomial of the linear endomorphism i.e. 
n 
det(AidRn -t) = A
n + ] r C i (* )A
n -* (2) 
i = l 
for every A G R and t £ T^R71. Of course, the converse statement also is true: 
for every smooth map / : R n —> R formula (1) defines an equivariant map 
a £ -E(l,l),(0,0),n-
We can also construct examples of equivariant maps from F7(i,i),(r,r),n for 
each non-negative integer r. 
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Example 1 Suppose that ip : {1 , . . . , r } —> N and o G 5 r , where N is the set 
of all non-negative integers and Sr denotes the set of all permutations of the set 
{ l , . . . , r } . Put 
e^a(tyy;X = (t+M)y™ ... (t*W)£<*> (3) 
for every t G T1
1Rn and all i i , . . . , i r , j i , . . . , j r G { 1 , . . . , n} . Here t
k, where k is 
a non-negative integer, stands for 
It is immediate that e-/,j0- G I£(i,i),(r,r),n. 
We are now in a position to formulate our main result. 
Theorem 1 The equivariant maps e^j(7 for ip : {1,2,3} — 
a £ S3 satisfying one out of the following four conditions: 
1. ^(1) =n-l, a = id{ 1 ) 2 ,3}, 
2. ip(l) < n - 1 and ^(2) = n - 1, 
°e {id{i)2,3}, ( 2 x 
3. ip(l) =n-2 and z/)(2) < n - 1, 
tT€{id{1,2,3},^J 3 2 ) ' ( 2 3 
{0 , . . . ,n — 1} and 
h 
1 2 3 
3 1 2 }, 
4. tp(l) < n - 2 and I/J(2) < n - 1 
form a basis of the module F?(i,i),(3,3),n. 
In order to prove this theorem it is convenient to show a lemma. We will 
denote by M r>n the set of all pairs (a, (3) of maps a : {1 , . . . , r} —> {1 , . . . , n} 
and /? : { 1 , . . . , r} —> {1 , . . . , n} such that for every i G {1 , . . . , n} the numbers 
of elements of the sets a _ 1 ({ i} ) and /3~1({i}) are equal. The number of elements 
of Mrin will be denoted by m(r,n). 
Lemma 1 Let t G T^R72 be a linear endomorphism of R n with n different 
complex eingenvalues. Then there is a vector subspace V C T^R" such that 
dimV < m(r,n) and that for every a G P?(i,i),(r,r),n we have a(t) G V. 
Proof Set 
S = {u G TlCn : 3AeGL(n,c) u = t-A}. 
We first fix an equivariant map a : T^R71 —•> T^Kn and define a GF (n ,C)-
equivariant map a : S —> T^Cn such that a(t) = a(t). For this purpose we put 
a(t • A) = a(t) • A for every A G GL(n, C ) . We have to show that the definition 
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makes sense. Assume that t-B = t-A for any B G GL(n, C) . Thus t*(BA~x) = t. 
Of course, we have a(t) • B = a(t) • A whenever a(t) • (BA~l) = a(t). Therefore 
it suffices to prove that if t • C = t then a(t) • C = a(t), where C G GL(n, C) . 
Obviously, there are real matrices D, E such that C = D + iE. Treating t as a 
matrix, we can rewrite t • C = t in the form C~1tC = t, and so tC — Ct = 0. 
Hence £(£> + i £ ) - (D + iE)t = 0, which gives tD - Dt = 0 and tE - Et = 0, 
because the matrix t is real. Set U = {Z e T^R71 : tZ — Zt = 0}. Consequently 
D,E G U. Let us denote by / the polynomial T^R71 —> T r
rRn given by 
f(z X <m;Xzìl ..Z):-Z\\...Z\:a(ť) Jl—Jг 
for Z G T/R 7 1 and i i , . . . , i r , j i . . . , j r G {1, . . . ,n} . We have /(Z) = 0 for every 
Z G UC\GL(n, R ) , which is due to the fact that the map a is equivariant. Since 
/ is continuous and U fl GL(n, R) is a dense subset of U, we have f(Z) — 0 for 
every Z eU. Let U be the complexification of the vector space U i.e. let 
U = {ZE TlCn : 3 x ,y € C / Z - K + iY} 
and let / : T^C71 —> T^C n be the complexification of the polynomial / i.e. let 
Kzўy;x = a(t)i\Xzh •••zì:-Ќ • • • Ќ^УÅ: 
for Z G T/C7 1 and i i , . . . , i r , j i . . . , j r G { l , . . . , n } . It is easy to check that 
f(Z) = 0 for Z G U, since / ( Z ) = 0 for Z G U. Thus / ( C ) = /(£> + iE) = 0, 
which means that a(t) - C = a(t) and that a is well defined. The map a is 
GL(n, C)-equivariant i.e. a(u • Z) = a(w) • Z for every u G 5 and every Z G 
GL(n ,C) , because for A G GL(n,C) such that u = £ • A we have a(u • Z) = 
a((t • A) • Z) = a(t • AZ) = a(t) • AZ = (a(t) • A) - Z = a(t - A) - Z = a(u) • Z . 





and Q G GL(n, C) such that J = Q xtQ = t • Q, and so J G 5 . Let us denote 




Clearly, P G GL(n, C) . As J • P = p-xJP = J and a is GL(n, C)-equivariant 
we have a(J) • P = a(J ) . Therefore 
-•••^•ofc.fc«.----^=s(J)S::i 
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for i i , . . . , i r , j i , . . . , j r G { l , . . . , n } . Fix gu... , p r , / i i , . . . ,/i r G { l , . . . , n } . If 
tt(J)9h 9h T^ 0 then p P l .. .pPr = p/^ .. .P/^, which implies that for every k G 
{ l , . . . , n } the numbers of elements of the sets 7 _ 1 ( k ) and 6~x(k) are equal, 
where 
7 : { l , . . . , r } ЭІ 
ô:{l,...,r}ЭІ 
gi Є { l , . . . , n } , 
hi Є { l , . . . , n } . 
Writing 
w = {z є т ; c " : vai/3б{1,...,n}{1 ,» z
а
0Цl 
а(l)...а(r) / n 
/3(r) ^ U 
(a,/3) Є M r , n } 
we see that the dimension of the complex vector space W equals m(r,n) and 
that a(J) G TV. Let the C-linear isomorphism <D : T r C n —•> T r
r C n be given by 
<p(Z) = Z • Q " 1 for Z G T r
r C n and let V = <D(TV) n T r
r R n . Obviously, TV as well 
as Q and <D are defined independently of a, then so is V. A trivial verification 
shows that dimR V < dime W = ra(r, n). Moreover, a(£) = a(t) = a(J • Q"1) = 
a(J) • Q - 1 = ip(a(J)) G V, which completes the proof. • 
Proof of theorem We will assume that the set ivTr,n = {0 , . . . , n — l } ^
1 ' " , r / x 5 r 
is equiped with the following order: for if), OJ : { 1 , . . . , r} —> { 0 , . . . , n — 1} and 
O", r G Sr we have (?/>, O") < (CJ, r ) if and only if 
O ( l ) , o(l),..., *P(r)Mr)) < M l ) , r ( l ) , . . . , w(r), r ( r ) ) 
with respect to the lexicographic order i.e. 
{%!),&) < (W,T) «=» 3fc6{i,... ir} (VJe{1,...,fc_1} # ) = w ( l ) A ( j ( I ) = r ( i ) ) 
A(V(ife) < w(fc) V (^(fc) = w(Jfc) A a(k) < T ( * ) ) ) . 
The standard system of coordinates on T r
rRn will be denoted by 7r. Thus 
гi . . .г r 
i.-Іr Z
n - : є R 
for all i i , . . . , irJi, • • • ? jV G { 1 , . . . , n} . For z G R
n the linear endomorphism 
tz : R
n —> R n is defined by imposing the following conditions: tz(ei) = e^+i 
for i G {1 , . . . ,n — 1} and £z(en) = —z
ne\ — . . . — ̂ x e n , where e i , . . . , e n denotes 




in the canonical basis. Finally, let us denote by L r , n the set consisting of all 
pairs (?/>, a) G Kr,n with the property that there exists any coordinate such that 
this coordinate of e^,a(tz) equals 1 for every z G R
n and that (^,cr) is the 
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minimal element of Kr,n for which this coordinate of e^^(tz) does not vanish 
for some z G R n i.e. 
Lr,n = {(^,O") G Kr,n : -3i1,...,tr,j1,...,jr€{1,...,n}(Vz6R
n *j\Zj*(eil>,(r(tz)) = : * 
^{u,r)eKr,n (w ,r ) < (</>,O) =-> (V,GRn ^ " ^ ( C w . r ^ ) ) = 0 ) ) } . 
By (4), 
( k < n - j A k ^ i - j ) - ^ ( ^ ) j = 0 , 
fc = i - j = > (^)} = 1 
for every z G R n , every non-negative integer k and all i,j G { 1 , . . . , n } . There-
fore from (3) we see that 
(3*€{i,...,r} ^(*) < n-jkAip(k) ^ ia{k) - jk) ==> tf£;;:;;};(e^(**)) = 0, (5) 
(Vft€{l,...,r} 4>(k) = ia{k)~jk) => rfuZ'tfA^Atz)) = 1 (6) 
for every (O~,r) G ifr,n, every z G R
n and all ii,... ,ir,ji,... ,jr G { 1 , . . . , n } . 
Fix z ' i , . . . , i r , i i 7 • • • - jr £ { 1 , . . . , n} . We now describe an algorithm for 
finding the minimal pair (ip,a) G Kr^n such that ^)\'t.''!X(
e^^(tz)) ¥" 0 f°
r some 
z G R n . The construction of (ift,a) is by induction. Our algorithm does not 
work for arbitrary ii,... ,ir,ji,... ,jr G { 1 , . . . , r } . Necessary conditions will be 
formulated in the course of the construction. Suppose that ^(1), c r ( l ) , . . . , ip(k — 
l),a(k — 1) are defined, where k G { l , . . . , r } . We will define ip(k) and a(k). 
Let 
g = min{i G { 1 , . . . , n} : i3tt€-[i r}(Vv€{i ib-i} u / a(v)) A i = iu}. 
If we put ip(k) = /, where I < g — j k , then, by (5), we would obtain 
for every 2? G R n (irrespective of a choice of a (k ) , ^ (k+l ) ,O - (k+l ) , . . . ,^(r),O-(r)), 
because it have to be <r(k) ^ {^(1),... ,O~(k — 1)}. Thus, whenever g — j k > 0, 
we put %j)(k) = g — j k . If g - j ^ < 0, then the algorithm breaks down. Let 
h = min{u G { 1 , . . . , r} : (Vve{it...tk-i} « 7̂  ^(v)) A iw = g}. 
If we put a(k) = m, where m < h and m ^ {o"(l), • • • ,O*(k - 1)}, then, by (5), 
we would obtain ^j\\\\[i%fr(etifytr(tz)) = 0 for every z G R
n (irrespective of a choice 
of ^(fc + l),O-(k + l),...,ip(r),a(r)). Thus we put a(k) = /i. If it is possible to 
continue the construction to the very end, then, by (6), we obtain (ip,a) such 
that 7r*.J''"%(^,a(tz)) = 1 f°
r every 2; G R n and it is clear that (ip,a) is the 
minimal element of Kr,n such that ^j\\Z%(e^9a(tz)) ^ 0 for some z G R
n . In 
fact, we see that (ip,a) G L r ,n , which is worth pointing out. 
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In order to estimate the number of elements of L3, r, we divide the set F3,n 
into four disjoint subsets: 
A = { ( ^ , O ) G L 3 , n : ^ ( l ) = n - l } , 
B = { ( ^ , O - ) G L 3 , n : ^ ( l ) < n - l A ^ ( 2 ) - = n - l } 5 
C = { ( ^ , O ) G L 3 , n ^ ( l ) = n - 2 A ^ ( 2 ) < n - 1}, 
D = { ( ^ , O ) G L 3 , n : ^ ( l ) < n - 2 A ^ ( 2 ) < n - l } . 
Hi); : {1,2,3} —> {0, . . . , n - l } is such that ^(1) = n - 1 than (?/>, id{1?2,3}) E 
K3iU- It is easily seen that our algorithm can by successfully applied to the 
coordinate ^^(2)^-^(3)' As the result we &et iust (^^{1,2,3}), hence 
(^,id{lj2f3}) € £3,71, &nd so (i/s,id{1)2y3}) € -4- Since there are n
2 maps ip : 
{1,2,3} —> {0,...,n - 1} such that ^(l) = n - 1, there are at least n 2 ele-
ments of A. 
Ifip : {1, 2,3} —> { 0 , . . . , n - 1} is such that <ip(l) < n-1 and ip(2) =n-l 
than we see that: 
1. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-i-<A(i),i,n-</;(3) y i e ^ s the pair 
(^,id{i,2,3})- Hence (</>,id{i,2,3}) E B. 
2. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-1-^(1),i,n--i)(3) yields the pair 
<*G ? I): 
Hence this pair is an element of B. 
3. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate n^-C^ii),i,n-v>(3) yie*ds the pair 
<*.(i I l> 
Hence this pair is an element of B. 
Since there are n(n - 1) maps ip : {1,2,3} —> { 0 , . . . , n - 1} such that ip(l) < 
n - 1 and ip(2) = n - 1, there are at least 3n(n - 1) elements of B . 
If ^ : {1,2,3} —•> { 0 , . . . , n - 1} is such that ^(1) = n - 2 and ^(2) < n - 1 
than we see that: 
1. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate tf™nJ™_^(2),n--^(3) yields the pair 
W>,id{i,2,3})- Hence W,id{1}2,3}) € C. 
2. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate tf£n-T-^2),n-v>(3) yields the pair 
<*(! I .)>• 
Hence this pair is an element of C. 
3. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate 7ri,n-iir/>(2),n-V(3) fields the pair 
fi f1 2 3 
^>{2 3 1 
Hence this pair is an element of C. 
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4. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^ ' ^ l ' ^ ) n_ 1(3)
 v i e l d s the- pair 
< * a ; .)»• 
Hence this pair is an element of C 
-V(2),n-^(3) 5. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^i^-jbtl) n-ti>(3) y
i e l d s t n e P a i r 
<*G I .))• 
Hence this pair is an element of C. 
Since there are n(n — 1) maps ip : {1,2,3} —> {0, . . . , n — 1} such that 
tp(l) = n - 2 and i/j(2) < n - 1, there are at least 5n(n - 1) elements of C. 
If ^ : {1,2,3} —> { 0 , . . . , n - 1} is such that xp(l) < n - 2 and </>(2) < n - 1 
than we see that: 
1. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-2-^(i>n-i--^(2),n--t/;(3) y i e l d s 
the pair (^,id{i)2,3})- Hence (^,id{1,2,3}) G D. 
^_n-
-2-<ip(l),n-l-<tp(2),n-ip(3) 2. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-2-^a)!n-i-^(2),n-v>(3) y
i e l d s 
the pair 
(ì 3 2)1 
Hence this pair is an element of D. 
3. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^Z-2-^(i),n-i-ip(2),n-^(3) y i e l d s 
the pair 
(*(;; iy 
Hence this pair is an element of D. 
4. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-2-0(i")2n-i-t/;(2),n-^(3) y i e l d s 
the pair 
< • . ( . ; .)>• 
Hence this pair is an element of D. 
5 . Our algorithm applied to the coordinate ^-2-^(1)^-1^(2)^-^(3) y i e l d s 
the pair 
<*G a ;> 
Hence this pair is an element of D. 
6. Our algorithm applied to the coordinate K'X-^n-i ^(2)^-4,(3) y i e l d s 
the pair 
<*G 1.)>• 
Hence this pair is an element of D. 
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Since there are n(n - l)(n - 2) maps ip : {1,2,3} —> {0 , . . . , n - 1} such 
that -0(1) < n - 2 and ij)(2) < n - 1, there are at least 6n(n — l)(n — 2) elements 
of D. 
Of course, the elements o f i U B U C U B found above coincide with those 
specified in our theorem. Let Pn denote the set consisting of these elements. 
Therefore Pn C F3,n and the number of elements of Pn is equal to n
2 -f- 3n(n — 
1) + 5n(n — 1) + 6n(n —l)(n — 2) = 6n3 - 9n2 + 4n . The set of the sequences of 
positive integers (ii, i2, ^3, j i , j 2 , J3), which we used above to obtain the elements 
of Pn, will be denoted by Qn. We will write 7(1*1,12 ,h,h ih ih) f°
r t n e result 
of our algorithm applied to (ii,i2ih,ji,J2,h) € Qn- Therefore 7 : Qn —> Pn 
is a bijection. 
Let z G R n . We now show that the vectors e^j(T(tz) G T3
3Rn for (a,ip) G Pn 
are linearly independent. Suppose that 
/ J ^ip,a^,a(tz) = 0, 
(*p,a)ePn 
where A^?(7 G R for (ip, a) € Pn. We have to prove that A ^ = 0 for (ip, a) G Pn. 
The proof is by induction on (ip,a). Fix (ip,a) G Pn and assume A^.r = 0 for 
(UJ,T) G Pn such that (U,T) > (^,a). Taking (ii,h,h,h,h,h) = 7~
1W,>0") 
we get 
^.* =**£*( E ^e^(t,))=0, 
(^,0")€Pn 
which is our claim. 
If z G R n is such that tz has n different complex eingenvalues then, by 
our lemma, there is a subspace V C T3
3Rn such that dimV < ra(3,n) and 
a>(tz) € V for every a G -S(i.i),(3,3),n. An easy computation shows that ra(3, n) = 
6n3 — 9n2 4- 4n, which is equal to the number of elements of Pn, and of Qn as 
well. Therefore e^^(tz) for (0, a) G P n form a basis of V. We now prove that if 
x G V is such that ^}f/3 (a?) = 0 for every ( i i , i 2 , i 3 , J i , J2 ,h) £ Qn, then a; = 0. 
The vector x is a linear combination of the vectors of our basis of V, i. e. 
•T — / •£ ifr ,a &ip ,cr KJ'z), 
(ip,a)(EPn 
where atyj(r G R for (^,O") G Fn. Thus it is sufficient to show that x^^ = 0 
for every (ip,a) G Pn. The proof is by induction on (ip,a). Fix (ip,a) G 
P n and assume xWiT = 0 for (w,r) G P n such that (CJ,T) > (i/j,a). Taking 
(H,«2,«3,ii,J2,i3) =7~ 1 (V ; ,^ ) we get 
* ^ = 4&< E ^ ^ f e ) ) = irJJJ(a:) = 0l 
which is our claim. 
We next prove that if a, 6 e £(i,i),(3,3),n are such that njl%%(a(tz)) = 
nj\h73^
tz^ f o r e v e r v (*i»*-i*8iiiiJa.js) e Q„ and every z € R n , then a = b. 
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г™(а(tz))=0 Clearly, it suffices to show that if a G P?(i,i),(3,3),n is such that ir)\32n 
for every (ii,Z2,i3-ji- J21J3) € Qn and every z G R
n , then a = 0. Let u G T^W1. 
We have to prove that a(u) = 0 . We first consider the case that u has n different 
complex eingenvalues. An easy computation shows that for every z G R n the 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of tz coincide with the coordinates 







É = l 
(7) 
for every A G R, where (z1,... ,zn) — z. Thus, writing c(u) for the vector 
(c\(u),...,cn(u)) G R
n , where c\(u),...,cn(u) are the coefficients of the char-
acteristic polynomial of u, we see that the characteristic polynomial of u is the 
same as that of tc(u). Combining this with the fact that both u and tc(u) have 
n different complex eingenvalues, we conclude that there is A G GL(n, R) such 
that u = tc(u) • A. Since a(tc(u)) = 0, which is due to the fact proved in the 
previous paragraph, we have a(u) = a(tc(u) • A) = a(tc(u)) • A = 0 • A = 0 
as desired. We now turn to the case of an arbitrary u. Let v G T^R77, be 
an arbitrary matrix with n different complex eingenvalues and let I? be an n-
dimensional affine subspace in T^R71 such that u G R and v G R. Suppose 
that D(Z) denotes the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of a matrix 
Z G TfRn. Then D : T^R71 —•> R is a polynomial and D(Z) 7- 0 if and only if 
Z has n different complex eingenvalues. Of course, D\R =i 0, because D(v) 7= 0. 
Therefore 5 = {Z G R : D(Z) 7= 0} is a dense subset of R. We known that 
a\S = 0. Suppose that P : R n —> T/R71 is an affine parametrization of R. 
By the definition of equivariant maps, the composition a o P i s smooth and so 
is a\R = (a o P) o F-1. Since each continous map vanishing on a dense subset 
vanishes, we have a\R = 0. In particular a(u) = 0 as required. 
Fix a G P?(i,i),(3,3).n- Our next goal is to determine smoth functions f^i<T : 
R n —•» R for Q), a) G Pn such that 
*£&(«(*-))=*jйj( E /^w^(*.)) 
(^,cг)ЄPn 
(8) 
for every (hj2,h,jij2,h) G Qn and every 2; G R n . The definition is by 
induction on (?/), a) G P n . Suppose that (ip, a) G P n and that fu,T for (a;, r ) G P n 
such that (o;,r) > (ip,a) are defined. We take (ii,i2,h,3i,hih) - l~l(^,o) 
and put 
UA*) = 4Ш («(*.)) - E /ы>r(^)^}Ś(ew,.(í,)) (9) 
(«,r)ЄP„ 
(w,r)>(ţŕ>,o-) 
for every 2: G R n . It is easily seen that, by the smoothness of the map R n 3 
z —•> a(tz) G T 3
3 R n , we obtain smooth functions which satisfy the claimed 
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condition (8). Write 
H : T}Rn 3t—> Y, UA*(f\ • • • ,cn(t))e^(t) G T3Rn, 
(^:<j)ePn 
where c i , . . . , cn are given by (2). Of course, a G -E(i,i),(3,3)>n- According to (7) 
and (8), we have 7r£££(a(t z)) = ^ i j
2
2 J («fe ) )
 f ° r e v e r y (*i,*2,t3>ii,J2,Js) € 
Q n and every z G R
n . Hence a = a, which is due to the fact proved in the pre-
vious paragraph. Therefore e^i(r for (ip,a) G P n are generators of I5(i,i),(3,3),n-
It remains to prove that they are linearly independent. Assume that 
(iP,a)ePn 
for every t G TjR71, where #</,<>- : R n —)• R for (?/>, a) G Pn are smooth functions 
and LT,..., cn are given by (2). Hence, by (7), 
]T) gil>,a(z)ei;,a(tz) =0 
(il>,°)ePn 
for every 2 G R n . We have to prove that <ty?<- = 0 for (tp,a) G Pn. Of course, 
the proof will be by induction on (ip,a). Suppose that (ip,a) G P n and that 
gu,r = Ofor (U),T) G P n such that (UJ,T) > (^,(j). We take (ii,i2,h,3i,h,h) = 
7~1(^,O-). Then 
0 = ^ ( E fc,rW6Wlr(t,))=»,.W 
(w,r)6Pn 
for every z G R n , and so ^5<T = 0. This proves the theorem. • 
It is worth pointing out that the final part of the proof (formula (9)) yields 
a method of calculating the coordinates of an arbitrary equivariant map (for 
instance e-/,jtT with an arbitrary t/> : {1,2,3} —> N and an arbitrary a G 53) in 
our basis. 
The proof of our theorem leads to the following corollary. 
Corollary 1 -B(i,i),(3,3),n is a free module of dimension 6n
3 — 9n2 + 4n. 
Remark 1 Using similar arguments we can obtain a classification of equivari-
ant maps from -B(i,i),(r,r),n for r = 1 and r = 2. 
In the case r = 1 it is sufficient to apply our algorithm to the coordinates 
^n-ipiiy w r i e r e ^ : {1} — y {0 , . . . ,n - 1}, because ra(l,n) = n. As a result we 
get the basis of -B(i,i),(i,i),n consisting of e . j j for tp : {1} —> { 0 , . . . , n - 1 } , 
which coincides with the one found in [2]. 
In the case r = 2 it is sufficient to apply our algorithm to the coordinates 
7ril,n-^(2)' w n e r e ^ : {1? 2} —> { 0 , . . . , n - 1} is such that ^(1) = n - 1, as well 
« t ° < l J - * ( i ) , n - * ( 2 ) and 7r^n-_^ ( 1 ) ? n_^ ( 2 ) , where ^ : {1,2} —> {0 , . . . , n - 1 } 
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is such that ^(1) < n — 1, because rn(2,n) = 2n2 — n. As a result we get the 
basis of £(i,i),(2,2),n consisting of e^ i d { i 2} for ifr : {1,2} — • { 0 , . . . , n - 1} 
such that tp(l) = n — 1 and of e^?cr for ^p : {1,2} —> { 1 , . . . ,n — 1} such that 
-0(1) < n — 1 and a € S^- This basis is different from the one found in [3]. 
Unfortunately, in the case r > 3 our method probably breaks down. For 
instance, taking r = 4, n = 2 and applying our algorithm we can find only 66 
linearly independent equivariant maps, while ra(4,2) = 70. 
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